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 Story [ edit ] Hazari, the hero, is wandering in the wilds when he stumbles upon a cave. He enters, and discovers a strange and
mysterious race known as the Saqra. After the protagonist defeats them, the Saqra reveal the secrets behind the mysterious
Temple of Saqra, and where they must find the legendary Gem of Knowledge to save their world. Since the order to dig for

treasure and gems is given by the player, the Saqra have no roles in the game whatsoever, and they are only loosely tied to the
story. Enemies [ edit ] Saqra [ edit ] Hazari sees a sight from the past The cave-dwelling Saqra are scattered across a large area.

Each of them are only two to three levels in size. The Saqra lack jobs, but instead have access to a passive ability called the
Aeon Flow. Saqra gain the Aeon Flow when they are struck by the flash of a Lightning or Leaping Fish. While the Aeon Flow
ability is passive, the Saqra cannot use the Aeon Flow ability in a non-offensive fashion. The Aeon Flow ability cannot be used
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offensively until level 6. The Saqra have no weapons, but instead have a very powerful head-mounted ability that deals bonus
damage when the Aeon Flow is being used. Treasure [ edit ] The Saqra have several gold coins and pieces of jewelry. These

items have a chance to drop from the Saqra, and from the artifacts they place in the ground. Objectives [ edit ] The Saqra are
primarily used for decoration, and to add variety to the game. The player is tasked with digging through the debris of the

environment in order to find the Saqra, and obtain their treasure. Roles [ edit ] The Saqra are a Passive character in Kingdom
Rush: Frontiers. There is no enemy that the Saqra actually play any role in. The Saqra serve as decoration and add variety to the
game. Other [ edit ] The Saqra are the only character who do not have a role in the game.24 F.3d 245NOTICE: Ninth Circuit

Rule 36-3 provides that dispositions other than opinions or orders designated for publication are not precedential and should not
be cited except 520fdb1ae7
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